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the deficit was made up by borrowing—a process which,
obviously, could not go on for ever. The extravagance of
Court expenses, the size of the bureaucracy, the waste of four
great wars—Spanish Succession, Polish Succession, Austrian
Succession, and Seven Years War (a fifth, the American
Revolutionary War with Great Britain, was to follow in 1778)
—threw the finances of the State into chaos. In 1769 the
retiring Controller-General (M. d'Invau) sent in a memor-
andum to Louis XV in which he declared: " The finances of
your Majesty are in the most terrible state of decay [Les finances
de votre Majeste sont dans le phis qffreux delabrement]." He
added: " Every year has accumulated new debt over and above
the debt of the preceding year." Then followed figures of the
current deficit and of the floating debt. The revenues of a
coming year were * anticipated ' (by discounting them with
bankers and tax-farmers) in order to meet current needs.1
Taxation had reached a point (as has happened so often since
with Governments which will not economize and cannot balance
their Budget) where increase in the rate failed to bring increase
in the return. Peasants were letting land go out of cultivation,
because the tax levied on it exceeded the yields of the land.
Louis XVI when he came to the throne was only twenty
years old, and was totally without experience in affairs. He
felt the need of a firm counsellor. After going through the
various possibilities with the rest of the royal family and with
high officials he was convinced that the choice lay between
two men, the Comte de Machault and the Comte de Maurepas,
both honest men, Ministers of proved merit, who had been a
long time in retirement. Machault was an uncompromising,
austere man, of high ability, without any gifts of popularity.
Maurepas was clever, conciliatory, accommodating, rather
sceptical about everything. The King decided for Machault,
and, retiring to a separate room, wrote and handed to a page
a brief letter, inviting Machault to become his chief adviser
or Chefdu cabinet du roi. On returning to the council-chamber
1 Invau's memorandum is quoted by S6gur, Au Couchcmt de la Monarch**
> vol. i, p. 7.

